
WLPC 2017 Maker Session 
Swiss-Army SDR for the WLAN Professional 

Hands-on Lab 1: Compiling and Installing Stock Firmware 

1. Introduction 
The HackRF One ships with pre-installed firmware in the 
Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) flash memory and a 
bitstream programmed on the Complex Programmable 
Logic Device (CPLD). All that is needed to update the SPI
	  flash firmware and CPLD bitstream is a USB cable 

and computer with a compatible operating system. For the WLPC 
Maker Session you have been provided with an Ubuntu 16.04 virtual 
machine with all of the tools pre-compiled and pre-installed. This 
exercise will guide you through updating your HackRF One to the 
latest version. 

Side Note: In the future, you can skip to step 5 by downloading the pre-
compiled firmware available on the HackRF Github Wiki located at: https://
github.com/mossmann/hackrf/releases/.

2. Unpacking & Connecting Your HackRF One 
The HackRF One is simple to setup, requiring 
only a USB cable, proper antenna for the 
frequency you will be working with, and 
compatible computer system to operate it. 
The WLPC provided virtual machine has all 
the tools you need to get started. In order to 
use the HackRF with your virtual machine 
you will have to make sure some important 
settings are in place. Although the VM was 
provided in the form of an .OVA template, not 
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all hypervisors respect all settings. Please verify the following before continuing: 

1. The virtual machine is presented with a USB 2.0 controller, USB 3.0 has been 
known to cause issues. 

2. You have enough system resources to operate the software and have assigned 
them to the virtual machine - it was built and tested with 2 CPU cores and 4GB 
of RAM. 

3. The VM has network connectivity - it was configured with a shared (NAT) 
interface on the host 

4. The sound card is connected to the virtual machine - some tasks in this session 
will require audio 

Now connect the HackRF to the provided USB cable, attach one of the provided antennas 
(different tasks will require different antennas), and connect he USB cable to your 
computer. Verify the HackRF is being passed to the virtual machine and is not interfacing 
directly with the host. 

When you have your virtual machine online and have connected the HackRF to the virtual 
USB port, you can run a command to verify everything is connected and functioning 
properly. The 3V3, 1V8, RF, and USB LEDs should all be lit up in various colors letting you 
know the board has power. To verify communication, enter the following command: 

$ hackrf_info 

You should see something similar to this on the screen: 

Found HackRF board 0: 
USB descriptor string: 0000000000000000453c64c8255e978f 
Board ID Number: 2 (HackRF One) 
Firmware Version: 2014.08.1 
Part ID Number: 0xabcd1234 0xabcd1234 
Serial Number: 0x00000000 0x00000000 0xabcd1234 0xabcd1234 

When flashing with firmware compiled manually the version number will show up as the git 
repo commit version (e.g. git-0335f1a). 
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Side Note: Remember the Firmware Version so you can later validate your HackRF has updated and can 
check when you will need updates in the future.

3. Verify HackRF Connection & Prepare Dependencies 
In order to compile the firmware you will need to install the GCC cross compiler for ARM 
Cortex-A/R/M processors. On Ubuntu-based systems (like your virtual machine) this can 
be installed by simply entering the command: 

$ sudo apt-get install gcc-arm-none-eabi -y 

Once completed, you will need to install libopencm3 which is an open-source library for 
various ARM Cortex-M3 microcontrollers. The HackRF team has bundled the source code 
for this package into the HackRF repository so you can move on to the next step. 

4. Cloning the Repository 
Your virtual machine was provisioned with a copy of the HackRF repository but in the event 
you needed to download it, run the following command: 

$ git clone git@github.com:mossmann/hackrf.git 

Since you already have a copy of the repository on your virtual machine, you will need to 
verify you have the latest version by updating via git. Open the terminal program on your 
desktop and enter the following commands. 

$ cd ~/hackrf 
$ git pull 

Once you’ve cloned and/or updated the main repository to your local machine, update the 
latest version of the submodule libopencm3 and compile it. The submodule has already 
been updated for you. 

$ cd ~/hackrf 
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$ git submodule init 
$ git submodule update 

Once the submodule is updated, you need to enter the directory and compile the source. 

$ cd ~/hackrf/firmware/libopencm3 
$ make 

5. Compiling the Firmware 
Now to build the firmware. Enter the following commands to build and compile the 
firmware binaries. 

$ cd ~/hackrf/firmware/hackrf_usb 
$ mkdir build 
$ cd build 
$ cmake .. -DBOARD=HACKRF_ONE 
$ make 

Once the firmware is successfully built, it’s time to install it. 

6. Upload Firmware to the SPI Flash 
Your HackRF should still be connected to the USB port and have connectivity (verify using 
the hackrf_info command if you’re unsure), then run the SPI flash tool telling it to use the 
binary you just built. 

$ hackrf_spiflash -w hackrf_usb.bin 

After running the SPI flash firmware update, reset the HackRF. This can be done by 
pressing the RESET button or by unplugging it. 

7. Update the Complex Programmable Logic Device (CPLD) 
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Side Note: Only after flashing to the latest firmware and updating your locally installed tools (libhackrf and 
hackrf-tools) should you flash the CPLD.

Once your firmware and tools are up to date, updating the CPLD is a single command. 

$ hackrf_cpldjtag -x firmware/cpld/sgpio_if/default.xsvf 

After a few seconds, 3 of the LEDs will begin flashing indicating the update is complete. 
Reset the HackRF to continue. 

8. Verify the HackRF Update 
To verify your HackRF has been updated, run the hackrf_info tool again and compare the 
“Firmware Version” to your previous version. As of the time of this writing the latest 
version is 2017.02.1 (which may also show up as git-0335f1a when compiled from 
source).
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